The malignant progression of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is accompanied by a profound desmoplasia, which forces proliferating tumor cells to metabolically adapt to this new microenvironment. We established the PDAC metabolic signature to highlight the main activated tumor metabolic pathways. Comparative transcriptomic analysis identified lipid-related metabolic pathways as being the most highly enriched in PDAC, compared with a normal pancreas. Our study revealed that lipoprotein metabolic processes, in particular cholesterol uptake, are drastically activated in the tumor. This process results in an increase in the amount of cholesterol and an overexpression of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) in pancreatic tumor cells. These findings identify LDLR as a novel metabolic target to limit PDAC progression. Here, we demonstrate that shRNA silencing of LDLR, in pancreatic tumor cells, profoundly reduces uptake of cholesterol and alters its distribution, decreases tumor cell proliferation, and limits activation of ERK1/2 survival pathway. Moreover, blocking cholesterol uptake sensitizes cells to chemotherapeutic drugs and potentiates the effect of chemotherapy on PDAC regression. Clinically, high PDAC Ldlr expression is not restricted to a specific tumor stage but is correlated to a higher risk of disease recurrence. This study provides a precise overview of lipid metabolic pathways that are disturbed in PDAC. We also highlight the high dependence of pancreatic cancer cells upon cholesterol uptake, and identify LDLR as a promising metabolic target for combined therapy, to limit PDAC progression and disease patient relapse.
The malignant progression of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is accompanied by a profound desmoplasia, which forces proliferating tumor cells to metabolically adapt to this new microenvironment. We established the PDAC metabolic signature to highlight the main activated tumor metabolic pathways. Comparative transcriptomic analysis identified lipid-related metabolic pathways as being the most highly enriched in PDAC, compared with a normal pancreas. Our study revealed that lipoprotein metabolic processes, in particular cholesterol uptake, are drastically activated in the tumor. This process results in an increase in the amount of cholesterol and an overexpression of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) in pancreatic tumor cells. These findings identify LDLR as a novel metabolic target to limit PDAC progression. Here, we demonstrate that shRNA silencing of LDLR, in pancreatic tumor cells, profoundly reduces uptake of cholesterol and alters its distribution, decreases tumor cell proliferation, and limits activation of ERK1/2 survival pathway. Moreover, blocking cholesterol uptake sensitizes cells to chemotherapeutic drugs and potentiates the effect of chemotherapy on PDAC regression. Clinically, high PDAC Ldlr expression is not restricted to a specific tumor stage but is correlated to a higher risk of disease recurrence. This study provides a precise overview of lipid metabolic pathways that are disturbed in PDAC. We also highlight the high dependence of pancreatic cancer cells upon cholesterol uptake, and identify LDLR as a promising metabolic target for combined therapy, to limit PDAC progression and disease patient relapse.
LDLR | cholesterol | pancreatic cancer | metabolism | gemcitabine P ancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is one of the deadliest cancers, rated as the fourth leading cause of cancerrelated death in the United States and Europe, with a 5-y survival rate of about 4% and a median survival of less than 6 mo (1). In the absence of early warning signs, only 15% of patients with localized PDAC can be cured by surgical resection. For the remaining patients diagnosed with late-stage pancreatic cancer with metastatic disease, the current chemotherapy with gemcitabine (GEM) is mainly palliative and remains the standard treatment despite limited benefits (5.6-mo survival) (2) . Recent advances in treatment, such as combined regimens using fluorouracil, leucovorin, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin, or Nab-paclitaxel plus GEM, conferred a survival advantage compared with GEM alone (2) .
The low response rate to chemotherapy is a result, in part, to the presence of a dense stroma, characterized by fibrillar networks around tumoral cells that compress vasculature and limit oxygen, nutrient, and drug delivery to the cells. A fundamental feature of tumoral cells is that they undergo metabolic reprogramming in response to these environmental constraints. Advances in tumor metabolism research reveal that PDAC cells primarily rely on glucose and glutamine catabolism to fulfill bioenergetic need and provide macromolecules required for growth and proliferation (3) (4) (5) . However, metabolic reprogramming is a complex phenomenon that does not simply involve exacerbated glycolysis and glutaminolysis. Depending on intrinsic tumor properties (type, stage, genetic aberrations) and on constraints imposed by its microenvironment, the nature of nutrient up-taken by cancer cells and the metabolic routes used to sustain tumor growth vary greatly. Hence, establishing the metabolic signature of PDAC is fundamental for the understanding of mechanisms governing metabolic flexibility in this tumor, and for the identification of key metabolic actors/ pathways that may constitute interesting therapeutic targets.
The metabolic fingerprint of advanced PDAC, defined in this study, demonstrates a strong enrichment of dysregulated transcripts involved in specific carbohydrate, amino acid, and lipid
Significance
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is projected to become the second deadliest cancer by 2030. Advances in therapeutic treatments are urgently required to fight against this fatal disease. Here, elucidation of the metabolic signature of PDAC has identified the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), which facilitates cholesterol uptake, as a promising therapeutic target. Blocking of LDLR reduces the proliferative and clonogenic potential of PDAC cells and decreases activation of the ERK1/2 survival pathway. Moreover, LDLR silencing sensitizes PDAC cells to chemotherapeutic drugs and potentiates the tumoral regression promoted by chemotherapy. Finally, Ldlr is highly expressed at all stages of human PDAC and expression is associated with an increased risk of PDAC recurrence.
pathways. Lipid-enriched pathways were the most abundant in advanced tumors, and those related to lipoprotein catabolism and cholesterol synthesis were among the most activated in PDAC, compared with nonmalignant pancreas. These results emphasize that pancreatic cancer cells are highly dependent on cholesterol, a feature that may be exploited in PDAC therapy. Tumor cells have elevated cholesterol requirements that need to be finely regulated. These cells can increase their cholesterol content either through synthesis (i.e., mevalonate pathway), hydrolysis of cholesterol ester (CE) stores, or through receptor-mediated endocytosis of plasma cholesterol-rich low-density lipoproteins (LDL) via the LDL receptor (LDLR) (6) . Cholesterol is most abundant in the plasma membrane, where it localizes to microdomain structures named lipid rafts, wherein reside key cell-signaling molecules associated with malignant progression (7) . In cancer cells, lipid raft levels are increased and changes in their cholesterol content modulate growth-factor receptor signaling, such as the PI3K/Akt-and EGFR-dependent survival pathway (8) . To prevent the toxic effects of free cholesterol (FC) loading of subcellular organelles, cells either esterify and retain excessive cholesterol into CE droplets or convert it into noncytotoxic oxysterols and steroid hormones (9) . Therefore, the proportion of FC and CE fractions and their distribution within and among organelles and the plasma membrane need to be finely regulated at the transcriptional and posttranslational levels (10) .
Evidence from preclinical studies shows that statins or zoledronic acid limit pancreatic tumor growth by inducing inhibition of cholesterol synthesis (11, 12) , although clinically no significant benefits have been observed for advanced-PDAC patients (13) . In this report, we propose a novel strategy based on the blockade of LDLR, the main selective routes of cholesterol-rich lipoprotein entrance into cancer cells. We first evaluate whether shRNAsilencing of LDLR suppresses the tumorigenic properties of pancreatic cancer cells and then elucidate the signaling pathways involved. Second, we examine whether a reduction in cholesterol uptake affects in vitro PDAC cell sensitivity to standard drugs, and the PDAC syngeneic graft regression in GEM-treated mice.
Results
Up-Regulation of Lipoprotein and Cholesterol Metabolic Pathways in PDAC. We used DNA microarray technology to identify transcripts involved in metabolic processes, which were differentially expressed between invasive PDAC and control pancreas. We used control mice (Ink4a/Arf ; LSL-Kras G12D ) (14) with histological and clinical features similar to those reported in humans. We filtered the entire murine genome to select only metabolic transcripts, which constitute 12% of the mouse genome (i.e., 2,177 transcripts) and encode for known enzymes or transporters. Using the Significance Analysis of Microarrays method, we showed that 427 transcripts were significantly upregulated and 320 were down-regulated in PDAC, compared with control pancreas (Fig. 1A and Dataset S1).
Subsequent Bonferroni-corrected hypergeometric distribution analysis showed that the PDAC metabolic signature was highly enriched in up-and down-regulated pathways associated with lipid, amino acid, and carbohydrate metabolism (Fig. 1B and Dataset S2). Of these, the lipid class contained the greatest number of disrupted pathways in PDAC. In particular, pathways associated with lipoprotein catabolism and its negative regulation, and those involved in regulating cholesterol homeostasis, were the most highly enriched in PDAC (enrichment of 100%) ( Fig. 1C and Dataset S3). Biosynthetic lipoprotein and retinoic acid pathways and glycosphingolipid metabolism were also overrepresented in PDAC (enrichment ranging from 57.1 to 75%). In contrast, enriched-fatty acid, acylglycerol, and triglyceride metabolic processes were highly depleted in PDAC compared with control pancreas (Fig. 1C and Dataset S3). Heatmap representations of the differential expression of lipoprotein and cholesterol-associated transcripts in PDAC and control pancreas revealed that LDLR, facilitating circulating lipoprotein uptake, the apolipoprotein B100 and E (ApoB, ApoE) that form lipoproteins, and the ATP binding cassette transporter A1 (ABCA1), mediating cholesterol efflux, were drastically up-regulated in the tumor (Fig. 1D) . Moreover, up-regulation of transcripts involved in the cholesterol synthesis pathway and in the synthesis of its derivatives (oxysterols, steroid hormones) was also observed in PDAC compared with control pancreas (Fig. 1D) . Finally, the master transcriptional activator of cholesterol synthesis and uptake, SREBF2 (10), was also overexpressed in PDAC (Fig. 1D) . Therefore, the abundance and large diversity of transcripts encoding key enzymes, transporters, and apolipoproteins involved in cholesterol-related metabolic pathways, strongly indicate that pancreatic cancer cells have a high dependency on cholesterol.
Cholesterol Uptake Contributes to the Increase of Cholesterol Content in PDAC. We next validated the overexpression of transcripts involved in cholesterol synthesis and storage ( Fig. 2A ), oxysterol and steroid synthesis (Fig. 2B) , and cholesterol uptake ( Fig. 2C ) in additional mouse PDAC samples. The expression of Hmgcr, (3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl CoA reductase), which encodes for the rate-limiting enzyme of cholesterol synthesis, was 23-times higher in PDAC than in control pancreas ( Fig. 2A) , although its protein level was not so abundant ( Fig. 2D ), probably because of an increase in its degradation rate (10). Other cholesterologenic transcripts and those involved in cholesterol storage, cholesterol acyltransferase 1 (Acat1) and Lipase A (Lipa), displayed high expression levels in the tumor compared with control pancreas ( Fig. 2A ). These data indicate that cholesterol synthesis and processes preventing cytotoxic FC loading, such as cholesterol esterification by ACAT1, or promoting LIPA-induced hydrolysis of CE, contained in droplets or lipoproteins, coexist in the tumor. Interestingly, in PDAC the most up-regulated transcript in the steroid hormone synthesis pathway encodes for SRD5A1, which promotes the conversion of testosterone into its active metabolite, the dihydrotestosterone (Fig. 2B) . Finally, concerning lipoprotein-dependent cholesterol uptake, Ldlr and ApoE are 8.2-and 6.2-times higher in PDAC compared with control pancreas (Fig. 2C ), suggesting that, along with cholesterol synthesis, cholesterol uptake is also strongly stimulated in the tumor. Importantly, whereas HMGCR levels are enhanced slightly in PDAC, the Ldlr increase is associated with a 7.7-fold increase in its protein level (Fig. 2D ). This latter result demonstrates the pivotal role of the key cholesterol uptake facilitator, LDLR-and to a much lesser extent HMGCR-in cholesterol supply to PDAC cells. In the entire tumor, we effectively demonstrated a 3.5-fold increase in the total cholesterol (TC) content, which is furthermore composed of 50% stored CE (Fig. 2E) . In PDAC, filipin-labeled FC is detected in epithelial cell membranes and the cytoplasm, whereas it is mainly present in islets of Langerhans in control pancreas ( Fig. S1 A and B) . These results demonstrate a high avidity of PDAC for cholesterol, which appears mostly satisfied by cholesterol uptake. Because targeting of cholesterol synthesis has proven ineffective for PDAC treatment, therefore blocking cholesterol uptake with LDLR silencing, to alter the content and distribution of cholesterol in the tumor, may help to define the impact of such a blockade on the tumorigenic properties of PDAC cells.
LDLR Is Expressed in the Epithelial Compartment of PDAC.
Using histological analysis, we determined the spatial LDLR expression in stromal and epithelial PDAC compartments, because no specific staining was observable in healthy pancreas (Fig. S1C) . In tumors, LDLR was chiefly expressed in the epithelial cells and, more specifically, in well-differentiated cells organized into glands (Fig. 3A) and stained with the pan-cytokeratin (pan-KRT) epithelial marker (Fig. 3B) . Moreover, LDLR was also present in undifferentiated cancer cells, which were disseminated into the stroma (Fig. 3C ). Although these LDLR-undifferentiated cells were stained with the pan-KRT marker (Fig. 3D) , they lost the E-cadherin epithelial marker, and acquired the N-cadherin mesenchymal marker ( Fig. 3 E and F (Fig. S2A) . Successful LDLR knockdown was achieved with Ldlr3 shRNA (i.e., a 70% decrease in LDLR levels compared with control shRNA cells) (Fig. 4A) , which significantly correlated to a 50% reduction in the uptake of labeled-LDL (1,1′-dioctadecyl-1-3,3,3,3-tetramethyl-indocarbocyanine perchlorate-LDL, Dil-LDL) (Fig. 4B) . Interestingly, LDLR silencing did not disturb TC content but modified its distribution, because the CE content was reduced by 46%, whereas the FC fraction was 1.9-fold increased (Fig. 4C) and detected in the membrane and cytoplasm of PDAC cells (Fig. 4D) . However, the increase in FC was not associated with an overactivation of cholesterol synthesis, because HMGCR protein levels were not altered by LDLR silencing (Fig. S2B) , nor with an increase in the uptake of glucose, from which the cholesterol is synthesized (Fig. S2C) . Moreover, the same quantities of glucose were shifted away from the tricarboxylic acid cycle, a prerequisite for cholesterol synthesis, toward lactate formation in the two shRNA PK4A cells (Fig.  S2D) . Thus, these data show that LDLR-depleted cells do not use compensatory mechanisms, as activation of cholesterol synthesis, to counteract the inefficient cholesterol uptake.
To investigate the role of LDLR in supporting the growth and survival of PDAC cells, we performed real-time impedimetric cell proliferation monitoring along with colony-formation assays. We found that LDLR silencing, through shLdlr3, significantly decreased the cell proliferation rate, as well as the number of colonies formed, by 50% (Fig. 4 E and F) . Similarly, shLdlr6, which inhibits the LDLR protein expression by 40%, reducedalbeit to a lesser extent than shLdlr3-the PK4A cell proliferation (Fig. S2E) . Importantly, the morphology and size of PDAC cells were not impacted by LDLR silencing (Fig. S2 F and G) . We then investigated which survival signaling pathways are disturbed in LDLR-depleted cells. By using a PathScan Intracellular Signaling array, we directly detected a reduction in expression of phosphorylated ERK1/2 (pERK1/2) and an increase of pGSK-3β in Ldlr3 shRNA PK4A cells compared with control cells, among other unchanged pro-and antiproliferative signaling pathways (Fig. S2H) . The ERK1/2 survival pathway is particularly interesting because it is constitutively activated by the K-Ras G12D oncogene in PDAC cells (16) , and here we report that LDLR depletion drastically reduced pERK1/2 levels over time (24, 48 , and 72 h) compared with control cells (Fig. 4G) . Interestingly, we found that reduction in pERK1/2 did not result from a decreased activity of their upstream regulators, the phosphorylated MEK1/2 (Fig. S2I) . Therefore, the ERK1/2 inactivation may result from an overactivation of ERK1/2-selective phosphatases. Thus, silencing LDLR may be an alternative strategy to prevent the constitutive K-Ras G12D ERK activation.
LDLR Silencing Enhances Both the Cytotoxic Effects of Chemotherapy
Drugs on PDAC Cells and GEM-Induced PDAC Regression. GEM treatment showed limited benefits for PDAC patients; therefore, efforts are currently being made to increase their therapeutic efficacy by combination with other antitumoral agents. We investigated whether cholesterol distribution disorder, induced by inhibition of cholesterol uptake, altered the drug response of PDAC cells. We found that LDLR-depleted cells were more sensitive to GEM and SN38 (an active metabolite of irinotecan) than control cells (Fig. 5A and Fig. S3A) . Importantly, the halfinhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) of each of these drugs shifted, respectively, toward the inhibitory concentrations 1.9-and 3-times lower in LDLR-depleted cells compared with control cells (Fig. 5A and Fig. S3A ). In contrast, LDLR depletion did not affect the oxaliplatin dose-response of PK4A cells (Fig. S3B) . These results indicate that cholesterol-associated metabolic disruption strengthens the cytotoxic effects of several drugs on PDAC cells.
Using pancreatic syngeneic-tumor graft mice, we then evaluated whether LDLR inhibition potentiates GEM-dependent tumor regression. One week after tumor establishment, half of the control and Ldlr3 shRNA PK4A implanted-mice were treated twice weekly with GEM. We noted that tumor growth was reduced by 50% in GEM-treated Ldlr3 shRNA mice compared with GEM-treated control shRNA mice (Fig. 5B) , along with a 2.3-fold reduction in tumor weight in GEM-treated Ldlr3 shRNA mice compared with GEM-treated control mice (Fig.  5C) . Importantly, LDLR-depleted tumors showed significantly higher apoptotic index than control shRNA-implanted tumors, as revealed by cleaved-caspase 3 staining (Fig. S3C) , whereas no significant changes were detected for the Ki67 proliferative marker (Fig. S3D) . Moreover, LDLR protein levels remained efficiently reduced in Ldlr3 shRNA-implanted tumors compared with control tumors, and HMGCR expression was not disturbed by LDLR silencing (Fig. S3E) , as previously shown in vitro. Furthermore, LDLR silencing did not modify TC content compared with control tumors (Fig. S3F) . Interestingly, when LDLR silencing was combined with GEM, the cholesterol distribution was chiefly altered (i.e., the FC:CE ratio) without any modification of TC content ( Fig. 5D and Fig. S3F ). Indeed, the FC was increased by 80% and CE stores were almost depleted in GEM-treated Ldlr3 shRNA tumors compared with untreated counterpart (FC:CE ratio of 0.5:0.5 in untreated vs. 0.9:0.1 in GEM-treated Ldlr3 shRNA tumors) (Fig.  5D ). These data show that inhibition of LDLR combined with GEM treatment, by inducing cholesterol distribution damage, impedes tumor growth more efficiently than GEM alone.
Increased Ldlr Gene Expression Is an Indicator of Poor Prognosis in
Human Pancreatic Cancer. To investigate LDLR inhibition as a potential therapy for PDAC-resected patients, we used immunohistochemistry to clinically validate the LDLR expression in 10 human PDAC samples. All tumors expressed LDLR, predominantly in the membrane and cytoplasm compartments of epithelial cancer cells (Fig. 6A and Fig. S4A ), as shown previously in mice (Fig. 3) . The analysis of Ldlr transcript profiles in 23 other tumors showed that although expression varied between samples (Fig. S4B) , this differential expression was not correlated with tumor stage (Fig. 6B) . Then, two patient cohorts (low-and high-Ldlr expression groups) were defined on either side of a cut-off point determined by a maximally selected rank statistic test (Fig. S4 C  and D) . Next, the impact of such variation in Ldlr expression on disease-free and overall survival was evaluated by the KaplanMeier method. We found that high Ldlr expression was significantly associated with an increased risk of primary tumor and metastasis recurrence (showed by a reduction of disease-free survival, P = 0.008) (Fig. 6C) , whereas the overall survival was not significantly impacted by Ldlr expression levels (P = 0.201) (Fig.  6D) . Thus, in human PDAC, enhanced Ldlr expression-regardless of tumor stage-indicates a poor patient prognosis. Therefore, using a therapy designed to block the activity of this receptor, independently or in combination with chemotherapy, must be considered as a promising therapeutic strategy for these patients.
Discussion
Here, we specifically determined the cholesterol-related metabolic signature of PDAC and the role of LDLR-the key mediator of cholesterol uptake-in pancreatic carcinogenesis. We found that LDLR-silenced pancreatic cancer cells have a reduced proliferation rate, accompanied by a profound inactivation of the ERK1/2 survival pathway, which highlights the direct antiproliferative effects of LDLR disruption on PDAC cells. Most notably, we outline the cumulative cytotoxic effects of cholesterol uptake inhibition and common chemotherapeutic drugs upon PDAC cells. In vivo, a combination of chemotherapy agents and LDLR targeting potentiates tumor regression by modifying cholesterol distribution in tumors. Importantly, we show that LDLR blockade may be considered as a promising therapy for PDAC patients diagnosed with localized, advanced, or metastatic PDAC because LDLR is highly expressed at any stage of the disease and high expression of its mRNA is directly correlated with an increased rate of disease relapse.
To identify metabolic pathways involved in pancreatic tumorigenesis, data from large-scale transcriptomic screenings of advanced pancreatic tumors and control pancreas were filtered to specifically highlight dysregulated metabolic genes in PDAC. This approach, combined with enrichment analysis, identified up-regulation of some well-known pathways related to carbohydrate (glucose, fructose, pentose) metabolism, and most notably, lipoprotein and cholesterol metabolic pathways. In contrast, despite an elevated number of dysregulated transcripts involved in amino acid metabolism, only two up-regulated pathways were enriched in PDAC, suggesting a secondary role of amino acid metabolism at this stage of the disease (Fig. 1B and Dataset S2) . Then, in the cholesterol synthesis pathway, we found that most up-regulated transcripts are involved in the last steps of cholesterol synthesis, as well as in androgen and oxysterol productions, whereas none are implicated in the synthesis of isoprenoids [known as essential for trafficking and membrane anchoring of tumorigenic proteins (17)] (Fig. 2 A and B) . It has been shown that de novo synthesized androgens strengthen the growth of androgendependent prostatic tumors (18) , and oxysterols affect the balance between cell proliferation and apoptosis (19) ; therefore, it may be interesting to define their precise role in PDAC.
In the past decades, many studies aimed at limiting cholesterol content in cancer cells using statins to reduce cholesterol synthesis, although this strategy only had limited impact on cell fate specifically in epithelial tumors issued from exocrine pancreas, liver, and colon (12) . Conversely, cholesterol uptake and lipoprotein metabolic pathways have received relatively little attention in the cancer research field; nevertheless, herein we showed that they undeniably contribute to PDAC progression. This report reveals that pancreatic cancer cells meet their excessive cholesterol demand by overactivating the LDLR-dependent uptake of cholesterol-rich lipoproteins, at the expense of the synthesis pathway. It also shows that the CE fraction, which is mainly yielded from LDL uptake, and stored in lipid droplets, was drastically increased in PDAC, compared with control pancreas (Fig. 2E ). An increase in CE droplets, resulting from enhanced lipoprotein uptake, has already been described in prostate (20) . Taking these data into account, and considering the fact that the targeting of synthetic cholesterol route did not show any decisive therapeutic benefits for pancreatic cancer patients (13), we decided to develop a novel cancer treatment approach consisting in the inhibition of the overactivated LDLR-dependent cholesterol uptake. We showed that LDLR silencing inhibited labeled-LDL uptake, and interestingly modified cholesterol repartition in PDAC cells, without altering total cholesterol content (Fig. 4 A-D) . The CE fraction was decreased in favor of an increase in FC. In cancer cells, excessive FC is addressed to the plasma membrane, which elevates rafts/caveola content and stimulates raft-resident oncogenic signaling complexes (7, 8, 21) . When FC exceeds the plasma membrane capacity, it is redistributed to intracellular organelles, the mitochondrial membrane or endoplasmic reticulum (ER), or to circulating plasma lipoproteins to avoid any cytotoxicity (22) (23) (24) . In PDAC cells, increased FC following LDLR depletion impacts on their proliferative capacities (Fig. 4 E and F) . Indeed, FC-loaded cells show a decrease in their proliferation rate that has been associated with compromised cell cycle progression. The extension of S-phase induced an impairment of cell entry in G 2 /M phase (Fig. S5A) , as evidenced by the decrease in the G 2 /S ratio in LDLR-depleted cells, when compared with control cells (Fig. S5B) . These results are in agreement with previous studies showing that cholesterol-lowering drugs inhibit myeloma cell and monocyte proliferation by induction of S-phase arrest (25, 26) . Furthermore, using differential screening of signaling pathways, we showed that ERK1/2 activation was reduced in LDLRdepleted cells compared with control shRNA cells, thus explaining the slower growth rate of these cells (Fig. 4G) . Interestingly, the inactivation of ERK1/2 by LDLR depletion does not rely on an inhibition of the Ras/MEK/ERK common pathway but may result from an overactivation of ERK1/2-selective phosphatases. We can already exclude the involvement of MKP-3 phosphatase because its expression is not altered by LDLR silencing (Fig. S5C) . Other dualspecific pERK phosphatases, such as HePTP/PP2A complexes, could be responsible for the decrease in pERK1/2 (27) . Interestingly, cholesterol, by binding to oxysterol-binding protein, drives the assembly of these phosphatases, which together have functionality that neither has alone (28) . The control of HePTP/PP2A phosphatase activity by cholesterol may provide a molecular explanation for the dramatic dephosphorylation of pERK1/2 upon FC overload following LDLR depletion in pancreatic cancer cells. Interestingly, this critical cell-survival ERK pathway is aberrantly activated by the K-Ras G12D oncogene mutation detected in 70-90% of PDAC patients, and its targeting has never been successful (16) . Thus, our present findings strengthen the assumption that LDLR depletion, by inducing an excess of FC, impairs ERK activation, thus highlighting a novel strategy to block ERK dependentproliferation in PDAC.
In this study, we found that pancreatic cancer cells are more sensitive to GEM than SN38, but they showed a very low response rate to oxaliplatin, with an IC 50 1,000-times greater than that of GEM. This result is in accordance with clinical practice defining GEM as the more appropriate treatment for advanced PDAC patients. We then demonstrated that the targeting of cholesterol uptake, through LDLR silencing, potentiates the antitumor effect of GEM. Indeed, combination of GEM with LDLR depletion, leading to impaired cholesterol distribution, reduces the in vitro effective cytotoxic dose by two times, as well as the tumor growth. These results are in accordance with previous studies showing that cancer cells, which exhibit high LDLR-dependent uptake, and consequently CE accumulation, were resistant to chemotherapies (29) . We also showed that, in syngeneic control shRNA tumors, the FC:CE ratio was completely inverted with respect to control shRNA PDAC cells in culture. FC fraction was higher in tumors than in cultured cells; this difference may be due to the low degree of tumor vascularization, limiting the supply of substrates for cholesterol synthesis to the tumor, and forcing PDAC cells to mobilize their CE stores to provide the cholesterol required for cell division. Importantly, in vivo, compared with LDLR depletion alone, a combination of GEM therapy and LDLR depletion disturbs the FC:CE ratio by depleting CE stores to excessively increase FC content. This imbalanced cholesterol distribution may weaken PDAC cells metabolically and therefore increase their vulnerability to cytotoxic drugs. In macrophages, FC-loading in the ER triggers cell death by inducing calcium store depletion and subsequent activation of the ER stress response (24, 30) . Hence, it would be interesting to study the consequences of LDLR inactivation on ER stress response in PDAC cells. The increase in GEM cytotoxicity, when combined to LDLR silencing, may also result from excessive FC in the plasma membrane, which can facilitate transporter-dependent drug uptake and/or inhibit multidrug resistance-associated protein efflux. We can already exclude the notion of enhanced passive diffusion causing an increase in drug sensitivity in LDLR-depleted PDAC cells, because passive doxorubicin uptake is not modified by LDLR silencing (Fig. S6) .
Finally, clinical data, revealing a higher risk of PDAC recurrence in patients with high Ldlr expression, illustrate that the more the tumor is metabolically active and eager for cholesterol, the more PDAC patient relapse is high. This finding supports the development of LDLR-inactivating agents as novel therapies that, combined with GEM, could be recommended to resected-PDAC patients with high Ldlr tumor levels. In these patients, this combined therapy may decrease tumor or metastasis recurrence risk and then improve their overall survival. Therefore, the development of novel preclinical strategies, abrogating LDL-cholesterol uptake through LDLR inactivating agents (blocking antibody, mimetic peptide, aptamers), appears as essential to identify the most relevant therapeutic approach for clinical trials. Collectively, our data highlight cholesterol uptake as a key metabolic pathway for the maintenance of tumoral cholesterol distribution, which is essential for PDAC progression and provides a novel metabolic therapeutic avenue for PDAC patients to delay or avoid PDAC or metastasis recurrence, regardless of disease stage.
Materials and Methods
All animal care and experimental procedures were performed in accordance with French Guidelines for animal handling and were approved by the local animal ethic committee (Marseille, C2EA-14).
Materials and methods are described in SI Materials and Methods. See Table S1 for primer sequences used to determine transcript expression profiles by real-time PCR.
